
Exam Roll No .

RM EXAMINATION

P.T.O.

UNIT-II

difference between a counter and time-delay? (3)

e delay required to complete the execution of the

ctions. Assume that the speed of processor is

(3.5)

Size

2Kx8

1Kx8

END

Device

ROM

RAM

(a) Clear accumulator u ing single instruction in four different ways. (4)

(b) Draw the timing di am of instruction XHTL. (4)

(c) Name the address'n mode of the following instructions. Justify your

answer- (i)PUSH p. (ii)DAA (iii)ADD M (iv)STAX 16 bit (4)

(d)Which is the longe t nstruction and what is its significance? (4)

(el XRAA

MVIA04H

MVI BOSH

LOOP: RRC

DCXB

JNZ LOOP

END

What will be co nts of A after implementing the above set of

instructions? Jus'f your answer. (4.5)

(f) An 8085 microp 0 essor is interfaced with 2Kx8ROM chip and

1Kx8RAM chip h that the following address map is realized.

Calculate the fold b ck memory space. (4.5)

(a) (i) Explain, wha

(ii)Calculate the

following ins

2MHz.
LXI H,20F H

MVIA,OOH

MYI B,FF

SUM:ORAB

DCSH

JC QUIT

SUB:DCRB

JNC S M

QUIT: RST-5

write your Exam Roll No.)

UNIT-I

Q (a) Draw the pin di gr of 8085 microprocessor and give the name of

signals associate 'th timing and control circuit and explain. (6)

(b)What is bus? W a are different types of buses supported by 8085?

How the process r sends and receives information from memory and

I/O devices? Exp ai . (6.5)

OR

(a) Explain the nece sty of decoding when memory device is attached to

a microprocesso ? With neat diagram indicate how a simple NAND

gate decoder is s d to select a 2716 EPROM memory component for

memory location F800H-FFFFFH. (6.5)

(b) (i) Describe the a ·ous addressing mode of 8085 Assembly Language.

(ii)Write the seq e ce of events in the execution of CALLinstruction. (6)
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(6.5)

8085? Explain the
(3+3)

UNIT-IV

e board scan modes of 8279.

i terface stepper motor with

it and draw the flow-chart.

OR

(a) Draw and expl' the interfacing circuit for interfacing an LED output

. port with 8085 m croprocessor using absolute deco~ing technique. (6)

(b)Explain the al ent feature of a programmable communication

interface. (3.5+3)

(a) Explain all the

(b)How will you
interfacing circ

[-2-)

(b)Write an assembl anguage program to determine the number of

zeros, positive ~d n gative elements in a block of data. Assume that

length of block is s0 ed at memory location 2043H. (6)

OR

(a) (i) Write a progra 'n 8085 to add the following data bytes stored in
memory locati n starting from 2060H and display the sum.

Data(h): lA, 32 4 , 12. (3)
(ii)Write a progr . 8085 to account from 0 to 9 with a one-second

9.e1ay between a h count. (3)

(b) (i) pifferentiate b t een:- (2)

(A)The instruc '0 RSTOand JMP 0000
(B)The action f executing the HLT instruction and asserting the

HOLD sign 1.
(ii)List all mach' n cycles that 80.85 uses. Which is the longest

machine cycle. (2.5)

(iii)List all instru ti ns of 8085 that can be used to read and write

data to memo apped I/O ports. . (2)

I
! t
! I UNIT-III

(a) Explaip Ithe inte pt process in 8085 and the difference between a
non-maskable d maskable interrupt by giving examples of each. (6)

(b)Desigrt :the me 0 interface logic to interface 32Kbyte EPROM

chip.IC2 is also 7 128, while IC3 is 62256, which is a 32K byte SRM

chip. Th;eEPRO hips are mapped to cover the lower half of the 64K

byte address. sp ce while the SRM is mapped to the upperhalf. Also,

ICI maps all ev n address and IC2 maps all odd addresses 0000,

0002, '0004 etc. m p to1C 1 and address 0001, 000'3,' 0005 etc map

to IC2. (6.5)

OR

(a) Explain the mo e 1 operation of 8255 with the timming diagram for

the handshake ig als as well as the control signals used by both the

input port mode d output port mode. (6.5)

(b) Explain the blo k iagram of 8255 PPI and its control word. (6)
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